Scaling laws of cell-fate responses to transient stress.
Analysis and modelling of dose-survival curves of cells and tissues are often used to assess therapeutic efficacy or environmental risks, much less to infer the intracellular regulatory mechanisms of cellular stress response. However, systematic measurements of how cell survival depends on the time profile of stress, such as exposure duration, provide practical means to decipher the homeostatic dynamics of stress-response regulatory networks. In this paper, we propose a dynamical framework to theoretically address the relationship between cell fate response to a transient stress and the underlying regulatory feedback mechanisms. A simple network topology that couples a homeostatic negative feedback and a death-triggering positive feedback is shown to display four response regimes for which the iso-effect relationships between duration and intensity are captured by specific power laws. These distinct response regimes define several windows of stress duration for which lethality is not merely proportional to the product of intensity and duration, and, thus, for which cells are either more tolerant or more vulnerable to a given dose. Overall, this study highlights the differential roles of feedback strength, timescale and nonlinearity in promoting survivability to particular stress profiles, providing a valuable framework for a comparative analysis of diverse stress-specific regulatory networks.